The angular and velocity distributions of desorbing product CO, were studied on a platinum( 1 lO)( 1 X2) surface over a wide range of CO coverages by means of angle-resolved thermal desorption combined with a cross-correlation time-of-flight (TOF) technique. Heating the coadsorption layer of CO and oxygen yields four CO, formation peaks P,-CO, (-400 K), P,-CO, (300 K), P,-CO, (250 K), and P,-CO2 (170 K)]. The angular distribution of each CO;! produced at high CO coverages consists of three desorption components. Two of them show desorption collimated along the inclined terrace normal; the other shows it along the bulk surface normal. The former is assigned to reaction on the inclined terrace, and the latter mostly to reaction on the bottom of the trough. The translational temperature of each desorption component is derived by deconvoluting the TOF spectrum. This temperature reaches 1000-1500 K. The maximum translational temperature is always observed in the normal direction of each reaction site. For P,-and P,-CO,, the maximum translational temperature of the normal-directional component is lower than that of the inclined components. For P,-CO,, on the other hand, the maximum translational temperature of the normal-directional component is close to that of the inclined components. A transfer mechanism of reaction sites is proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The spatial distribution of desorbing product molecules gives structural information on reaction sites when they are repulsively desorbed.'** Their velocity distribution should be more sensitive to the structure since it brings directly dynamic information of the reaction, whereas the flux distribution is essentially determined by the ratio of normal velocity component to that parallel to the surface planee3 A significant anisotropy is found in both distributions of desorbing product CO1 over Pd( 110) . It can be explained by a simple consideration of the local geometry of the reaction site. The orientation of the reaction site is also preserved in these distributions, as confirmed on reconstructed Pt( 1 lO)(l X2),4,5 Ir( 1 lO)( 1 X2)," and stepped Pt( 1 12).7 These distributions also depend on the density of reactants around reaction sites.le3
The surface of Pt( 110) displays a stable (1 X2) reconstruction after high-temperature annealing. This structure is explained by a "missing row model," in which every second atomic row in the [liO] azimuth is missing.'-" There are three-atom-wide terraces of a (111) structure, which incline about 230" in the [OOl] direction. The structure is stable even when the surface is covered by a small amount of CO. We reported previously the spatial and velocity distributions of reactive CO2 desorption on such reconstructed surfaces. The desorption is sharply collimated along the terrace surface normal, at about ?25" in the [OOl] direction. This indicates that the reactive desorption takes place on the narrow terraces.4 Velocity distribution measurements confirm this conclusion. The translational temperature of CO, is much " To whom all correspondence should be sent.
higher than the surface temperature and is maximized around the terrace surface normal.5
No two-directional desorption, however, is found in the CO2 distribution at high CO coverages on this surface.4 The desorption shows a single peak in angular distribution in the [OOl] direction, which is collimated along the bulk surface normal. The reaction also occurs on sites parallel to the bulk surface plane. The reconstruction is partly lifted during heating procedures, as confirmed by scanning-tunneling microscopy (Sl%Q9 and low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) observations.4*12 No detailed measurements, however, have been reported for angular and velocity distributions on the surface of such mixed structures.
In this paper, we examine both distributions of desorbing product CO, over a wide range of CO coverages. The distributions were measured as a function of desorption angle in the [OOl] direction and were deconvoluted into three components. Two of the components show desorption collimated along the inclined terrace normal, and the other along the bulk surface normal. They are produced on different reaction sites. Time-of-flight (TOF) curves are also deconvoluted into three components. The translational temperature of each component is much higher than the surface temperature, indicating that the reactive COz desorption is strongly repulsive. It depends on the structure of the reaction sites.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experimental apparatus and procedures were reported previously.3 The apparatus consists of three chambers pumped separately. A reaction chamber has LEED-Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) optics, an Ar+ gun, and a mass spectrometer. A sample crystal in a disk-shaped slice (12 mm in diameter X0.9 mm thick) is set on top of an L-shaped manipulator. The crystal can be rotated at the top to change the desorption angle (0 is the polar angle). A chopper chamber has a slit on each end. The distance between the chopper blade and the ionizer of the mass spectrometer in the analyzer chamber is 304 mm. The acceptance angle of the aperture of the ionizer is 2.1" X 1.1 O. The angular resolution and signal treatments are improved, compared to the previous measurements.4
The sample surface was prepared as follows: repeated Ar' bombardment in the temperature range of 300-1000 K and heating in 5 X 10e8 Torr oxygen at 800 K achieved a clean (1 X2) structure. In each adsorption-desorption cycle, the sample was annealed to 1100 K for a moment in order to remove metastable (1 X 1) domains.'3"4
In angle-resolved thermal desorption spectroscopy (IDS) experiments, the clean and well-ordered surface is exposed to 1802 and '*@O sequ entially at low temperatures and heated resistively at a constant rate. The desorption of product 12C'60180 is monitored in angle-integrated form by the mass spectrometer in the reaction chamber and also in angle-resolved form by the other mass spectrometer in the analyzer chamber. The ratio of the peak height in both forms is plotted against the desorption angle after it is multiplied by the factor of cos 19, since an increasing area of the surface falls into the aperture of the collimator as the desorption angle increases. 180 will be simply referred to as 0 hereafter since only '2C160180 is produced during the above procedures.
For TOF measurements, the flow of CO, passing through the first slit is modulated by a pseudorandom chopper.i5 COZ is ionized after it passes through the second slit and is detected. A time resolution of 15 ,US was selected for the experiments. TDS procedures were repeated 100-300 times to achieve a tolerable TOF spectrum.
FIG. 1. (a) CO:
, desorption spectra in angle-integrated form at a high CO coverage, and (b) angle-resolved spectra observed at various desorption angles in the [OOl] direction. The left panel represents typical spectra used for angular distribution measurements. The right panel summarizes some spectra used for velocity distribution measurements. The dashed lines indicate the temperatures at which the signal accumulation was switched into another channel. The heating rate was 17 K/s.
III. RESULTS

A. Reactant adsorption
The adsorption, as well as the coadsorption, of CO and oxygen on the present surface has been previously reported.4 Their coverages Oco and 8, were determined by thermal desorption and normalized to the values in the literature. The density of CO is 0.92X10L5/cm2 at saturation, where a c(8 X4) structure is formed.'*'i6 This is equal to the density of topmost metal atoms on Pt(llO)(l X 1). CO is desorbed at temperatures higher than those for CO2 formation. The adsorption of CO in large amounts causes a removal of (1 X 2) reconstruction above room temperature.' The removal is slow at temperatures below 240 K because of the restricted surface diffusivity of platinum atoms." oxygen as well as atomic form.i8 The CO coverage on the oxygen-covered surface is determined from a CO exposure curve on the clean surface, since the CO adsorption is not retarded by the presence of oxygen adatoms. Preadsorbed oxygen is partly removed as CO2 during exposure to large amounts of CO since the CO adsorption temperature of 150 K is not low enough to quench the reaction at high coverages. Therefore, both coverages are somewhat overestimated at high CO exposures. Oxygen adsorbs molecularly -150 K. The desorption and dissociation of the resultant admolecules are complete below 250 K.17 The density of oxygen adatoms is 0.32X 1015 atoms/cm* when they are produced with large exposures above 250 K.'* The coverage is defined as the ratio of the number of oxygen adatoms to that of topmost metal atoms on Pt(1 lO)(l X 1). Thus, this saturation cove-e is 0.35. The reconstruction is not removed by adsorption of molecular Typical CO, desorption spectra are shown in Fig. 1 . The upper panel shows spectra in angle-integrated form, and the lower shows spectra in angle-resolved form at various desorption angles in the [OOl] direction. The inserted coverages represent the initial values before the subsequent heating procedures. The formation of Pi-CO, is observed -400 K only when the total coverage is small. As the CO coverage increases, the CO, formation is extended to lower temperatures, yielding three additional peaks P,-CO, at 300 K, P3-CO2 at 250 K, and P4-CO2 at 170 K. The Pz-CO2 peak appears over extended CO coverages, whereas the Ps-CO, and P,-CO2 peaks are predominant at CO coverages higher than 0.5. The left-hand side of the panel represents spectra when a clean and well-ordered reconstructed surface is exposed to O2 at 250 K, and further to CO at 150 K. This preparation was used for angular distribution measurements. It yields three well-resolved CO, peaks.
The right-hand side summarizes CO2 spectra when the surface is exposed to O2 at 150 K, followed by annealing up to 230 K, and further exposure to CO at 150 K. This procedure yields four CO, formation peaks and relatively high signal count rates, although the separation of P,-CO, from P,-CO2 is poor. The procedure was used for velocitydistribution measurements. Noticeable differences in both spectra are caused by the difference in the oxygen coverage. However, no dependence on the oxygen coverage of angular distribution of each COz peak was previously reported.4
Significant differences were found between these spectra and those reported previously.4 These are caused by the higher temperature of 150 K for CO exposure. P4-CO, formation has already started during CO exposures at this temperature. This is why the P4-CO2 peak is not highly enhanced as compared with the previous measurements.
C. Angular distribution
The angular distribution of Pt-CO, observed at 8c,<O.l shows a two-directional desorption collimated at either +23" or -23" off the bulk surface normal in the [OOl] direction, as reported previously.4*5 The distribution of each component has a cos'*(0+23) dependence. The reactive desorption takes place on inclined terraces of reconstructed (1 X2). Pz-CO2 is produced above 8o=O.l.
Its angular distribution indicates a similar two-directional desorption collimated at either +25" or -25" off the bulk surface normal at 0co< about 0.5. With increasing CO coverage, the two-directional desorption coalesces into a broad single peak collimated along the bulk surface normal. These features are shown in Fig. 2 . P,-CO, is formed above 0,,=0.5. The desorption exhibits a clear two-directional distribution at 0.5<8,,<0.6 as shown in Fig. 3 (a). This desorption is collimated at +25" and -25" off the bulk surface normal, similar to the collimation of P2-CO*. When the CO coverage exceeds about 0.6, the distribution again coalesces into a single peak as shown in Fig. 3 (b). The distribution is sharply collimated along the bulk surface normal as cos3 6' at 8, , =0.92 [Fig. 3(c) ]. The formation of P4-CO2 is observed above 0,,=0.6.
The angular distribution is shown in Fig. 4 . No two-directional desorption is apparent. The desorption is always collimated along the bulk surface normal. The angular distribution becomes sharper with increasing CO coverages. It has a cos3.' 0 dependence at eco= 0.92. These distributions are in general agreement with the previous measurements, which were performed at a somewhat lower resolution of the desorption angle.4
These sequences of the angular distributions can be explained reasonably by the superposition of two-directional and normal-directional desorption. Now we introduce a procedure to deconvolute the distribution curve into three components. The distribution of each component in twodirectional desorption is assumed to have a cos'*(0+25) form in the [OOl] direction. The fraction of this component is determined in such a way that their distribution curves fit with the experimental data at desorption angles higher (or lower) than about 30" (or -30") . The normal-directional component is derived as the difference between the observed signal and the intensity calculated from the two-directional desorption curves. The resultant distribution is sharply collimated along the bulk surface normal and has a cos15 8 form in common among P,-CO*, P3-CO,, and P4-CO,.
As illustrated in Figs. 2-4, the deconvolution works well for the angular distributions of P,-CO,, P3-CO*, and P4-CO, at different CO coverages. No CO coverage dependence was found in the angular distribution of the normaldirectional component. Only the fraction increases with increasing CO coverage. The normal-directional component shows an anisotropy in the angular distribution quite similar to that on Pd(110).2*3 It contributes mostly to the signal around the surface normal at high CO coverages. The fraction is increased in the order of Pb-COz>P3-COa>Pa-CO,.
It is always intense in P,-CO,, although at high CO coverages, the two-directional component still remains.
D. Velocity distribution
The signal in TOF measurements is accumulated separately for each CO2 peak. Four channels of a multichannel scaler were sequentially used in the following temperature ranges: 150-230 K for P4-C02, 230-280 K for P,-CO,, 280-320 K for P2-C02, and 320-380 K for Pi-CO,. The dotted lines in the right panel of Fig. 1 indicate these temperatures. Typical TOF spectra of Pz-CO,, P3-CO;!, and P4-CO2 at a medium CO coverage are shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, respectively. The signal-to-noise ratio falls below our level of tolerance at desorption angles higher (or lower) than -45" (or -45") . The origin of the abscissa is shifted 40 ,US due to the ion drift time of 12C160180f in the mass spectrometer. With a flight path of 304 mm, the maximum signal intensity of P,-CO, appears at 335, 305, and 325 ,XS at 6'=0", 24", and 48" in the [OOl] azimuth. As illustrated in Fig. 5(a) , these are shifted to a great extent from the peak position of 650 ,US, which is expected in the Maxwellian distribution at the surface temperature of P,-CO, desorption (300 K). Similar features are also observed in the TOF spectra of P3-CO2 and P,-CO,. Most of the product molecules desorb with velocities higher than those expected from the equilibrium velocity distribution at the surface temperature. This means that a strong repulsive interaction operates in the reactive CO2 desorption.
The mean translational energy (E) and the normalized speed ratio SR=((~~)l(v)~-1)~'~/(32/9~-1)'" can be derived numerically from observed velocity distributions without assumption on a functional form of the spectra." u is the Simple functional forms are examined for the velocity distribution in order to find the best-fit curve for the experimental TOF spectra. One is the Maxwellian velocity distribution n(u)=Nv4 exp(-mv*/2kT),
where m is the mass of the molecule and N is the normalization factor. It should be noted that the signal intensity of TOF spectra n(u) represents the instantaneous density of molecules. A TOF curve is determined uniquely from the position of the maximum signal intensity in the observed TOF spectrum, since only an adjustable parameter T is involved in Eq. (1). This procedure (peak fit) was carried out in the previous work.3,",20 A typical TOF curve calculated in this way is shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 5(b) . The observed signal level, however, goes below the calculated curve when the peak height is normalized to its maximum intensity. The actual peak width is narrower than that in the Maxwellian distribution, as indicated by the value of SR. Such a narrow distribution often is found in the reactive desorption surmounting a high activation barrier.*' Moreover, T(,) derived from the peak fit with Eq. (1) is 1370 K, which is 200 K higher than that obtained from the numerical treatment of the experimental TOF data. This discrepancy arises mainly from the functional form of the TOF curve in the range of shorter flight time.
The other fit function can reduce these deficiencies significantly. It has the following forrd2
This equation includes two parameters no and LY. The peak width of the distribution is determined primarily by (Y. The position of the TOF peak depends on both u. and LY. We can obtain a close agreement between the observed TOF peak profile and the calculated curve with the best choice of these parameters. For the spectrum of P,-CO, at ~9=24" in Fig.  5(b) , this method (curve fit) yields T(,)=1330 K and SR =0.75 with the use of uo=6.34X IO4 cm/s and cu=4.25X lo4 cm/s. The resultant TOF profile is shown by the solid curve designated as Eq. (2) in Fig. 5(b) . It shows a better agreement with the observed TOF spectrum. This LY value yields the TOF peak width that is expected in the Maxwellian distribution at only 500 K. As illustrated in Figs. 5(a)-5(c), the observed TOF spectra at various desorption angles can be described approximately by this fit function with the use of a constant Q value and an adjustable u. value. It should be noted that the distribution in the range of longer flight time tends to be underestimated. This leads somewhat to an overestimation of T(,) and to an underestimation of SR. The TOF data for Ps-CO, and P4-CO2 were analyzed in a similar way. These results are displayed by the solid curves in Figs. 6 and 7. T(,) and SR for P,-CO, were calculated as a function of the desorption angle with the two methods-numerical treatment of the experimental TOF data and the curve fit with Eq. (2). The results are shown in Fig. 8 . It is found that values obtained by the former method include fair uncertainties. This is due to small signal-to-noise ratios and to a limited time resolution in the experimental TOF spectra. At desorption angles between 45" and -45", the angular dependence of T(,) from the two methods is quite similar, excepting a constant difference. Maxima of T(,) are observed at IV= ?25", where the desorption flux is maximized. T(,) calculated from the fit function is always higher than that obtained by the numerical treatment. Its discrepancy is about 150-200 K. No significant angular dependence is found in the SR value calculated from the two methods. Furthermore, the difference in the SR value between the two methods is less than 0.1. The difference in Tl,) or SR values increases at desorption angles higher (or lower) than about 45" (or -45") , probably because of the decreasing signal-to-noise ratio of the TOF data.
In order to examine the fit function of Eq. (2), the Maxwellian distribution at T= Tl,) of Eq. (1) is also considered, where the value of Tc,) is obtained from the numerical treatment of the experimental TOF data. The resultant TOF curves are shown by the dashed curves in Figs. 5-7. They exhibit a slight peak shift towards longer flight time and a wider distribution in comparison with the TOF curves of Eq. (2). The latter curves fairly represent the peak profile in the experimental spectra. Thus one can say that the fit function in Eq. (2) form yields an upper limit in TiE, and also a lower limit in SR.
To avoid ambiguity, in the following analysis we use the form of Eq. (2), where a fixed value of a=4.25X104 cm/s (500 K) is used common for P2-CO*, Ps-CO*, and P4-CO2 regardless of the desorption angle. The other parameter no is determined from the location of the peak in the experimental TOF spectrum. The translational temperature of P,-CO, and P,-CO, is plotted as a function of desorption angle as shown in Fig. 9 . T(,) of Ps-CO2 at 0 between 30" and -30" is 1170 K, independent of 8. It is noticeably lower than the maximum of Tl,) for P2-CO, (1330 K). Tl,) for P4-CO2 exhibits the maximum in the surface normal direction. It is close to the maximum Tt,) of P2-CO,. TOF spectra of P2-CO,, Ps-CO,, and P4-CO2 also were measured at a high CO coverage of &o=O.92 and at typical desorption angles. The resultant Tt,) increases further around the surface normal direction as shown in Fig. 10 . TtE) of P,-CO, still shows maxima at 0=+25". The values do not increase further at desorption angles higher (or lower) than 30" (or -30") . With increasing CO coverage, the translational temperature is enhanced only around the surface normal direction. This tendency of Tt,) correlates with an enhancement in the desorption flux around the surface normal direction at high CO coverages. This enhancement in the desorption flux indicates an increasing fraction of the normal-directional component. The above tendency of Tc,) strongly suggests that TtE, of the normal-directional component is maximized at 8=0". A more detailed analysis is given in the following. 
E. Deconvolution of TOF spectra
The previous section summarizes the deconvolution of an angular distribution curve in the [OOI] azimuth into three desorption components, i.e., two inclined components and normal-directional desorption. The observed TOF spectra are also contributed from these components. Their deconvolution yields the translational temperature of each desorption component. This is performed as follows. First, TOF spectra for the two inclined components of P,-CO,, P,-CO,, and P4-CO2 are assumed to be identical to those for P2-CO2 at a low CO coverage since the latter TOF spectra consist only of inclined components. This assumption does not seem realistic since, in general, the angular distribution becomes sharp and TtE, increases as the reactant coverage increases.3 Thus, the present treatment may provide an upper limit of T(,) of the normal-directional component of P,-CO, and P,-CO,, since the translational temperature of their inclined components is probably underestimated.
The desorption angle dependence of TtEj was reported previously for P2-CO2 at eo=0.2 and eo=0.2, where only the inclined components contribute to the desorption.5 In those treatments, TIEj was estimated using Eq. (1). Now, TtE) is recalculated by using Eq. (2) on the basis of TOF data obtained previously. The resultant T(E, is shown by the dashed curves in Figs. 9 and 10. It is found to be described approximately by a simple form of Tt,)= To cos2(Ok25), with To= 1370 K. The TOF profile of the inclined component at each desorption angle is represented by Eq. (2), with the use of the u. value leading to this Tl,, value. The total (composite) TOF curve consists of a superposition of each TOF component, which is calculated with its ua value describing inclined components or a normaldirectional component. The u,, value of the normaldirectional component is now determined by numerically fitting T(s), calculated from the composite TOF spectrum, with the experimental T(,) obtained from the curve fit. The fraction of each TOF component is adjusted so as to reproduce the three components in the deconvoluted angular distribution in Figs. 2-4 . Thus, TOF spectra can be deconvoluted successfully at desorption angles between 24" and -24". The resultant T(,) for each component is shown in Figs. 9 and 10 . One should note the remarkable increase in the translational temperature of the normal directional component in the sequence of P,-C02<P3-CO,<P,-C02. This is consistent with the results on Pd( 1 lo), where the translational temperature increases with increasing coverages. Here, we must consider that T(,) of normal component of P,-CO, and P,-CO, is overestimated. The value of P,-CO2 is certainly below that of the inclined component of Ps-CO*, since it is overestimated. However, it is not clear that the value of P,-CO, can exceed that of inclined P4-CO2 because the former is overestimated and the latter is underestimated. No sharpening with increasing coverages is found in the angular distribution of the normal-directional component. This suggests remaining ambiguity in the deconvolution of the angular distributions.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. CO2 formation
The coadsorption of CO and oxygen adatoms on platinum metals is characteristic of the separate domains of each species.23-25 This is caused by a significant repulsive force that operates between CO and oxygen. The oxygen or the CO domain is compressed into lattices with higher densities as their coverages increase. This compression starts first in local parts of the surface, where the activation energy for CO2 formation is reduced by the decrease in the heat of adsorption of the reactants. Hence, additional CO, formation peaks appear at lower temperatures in the subsequent heating. This is the mechanism yielding several CO2 formation peaks in thermal desorption.
Several CO, formation peaks are also observed on platinum surfaces with narrow terraces of a (111) structure. 5'26'27 However, only a single COP formation peak appears on a bulk Pt( 111) plane over a wide range of CO coverages. On the other hand, oxygen lattices on Pd( 111) are easily compressed by CO, yielding three CO, peaks.1.23 Here is a hint on the mechanism of domain compression. The heat of adsorption of CO seems to play an important role in this compression. CO is adsorbed on Pd( 111) more strongly than on Pt(lll).
CO adsorbs predominantly on step sites on platinum surfaces above 200 K even when the sites are first covered by oxygen.26 This becomes possible through the high adsorption heat of CO on step sites.3o Oxygen domains on the terrace are likely to be compressed by CO supplied from the step sites. A similar situation is expected on Pt(llO)(l X2). Oxy- 5326 Ohno, Matsushima, and Uetsuka: CO, desorption on Pt(llO)(l X2) gen is likely to be first adsorbed on the bottom of the valley and populated onto the terrace with increasing coverage. 3'.32 On the other hand, CO is first adsorbed on top sites of [ITO] atomic rows, and then supplied to the terrace with increasing coverage. This suggests that the reaction site is opened more closely to the bottom with increasing CO coverage.
B. Location of reaction site
The angular and velocity distributions of desorbing CO2 over a wide range of CO coverages indicate that the desorption consists of three components. Two of them are due to the desorption from the inclined terrace. Each component has a c0s'~(8+25) dependence in the [OOl] azimuth and is sharply collimated at the desorption angles of +25", in common with P2-CO,, P3-CO2 and P,-CO,. These CO2 molecules are produced on the inclined terraces as sketched in Fig. II(a) . This does not necessarily mean that oxygen and CO are adsorbed predominantly on the inclined terraces. Rather, at small coverages, oxygen is located on the bottom and CO is located on the top-atom row. Oxygen can be populated up to the terrace, since there are sites suitable for oxygen on the terrace as discussed below. CO, formation is likely to proceed at each oxygen adsorption site, since CO molecules in the chemisorption state are much more mobile than O(a).33 CO can react with oxygen when oxygen and CO move to the terrace.
Oxygen adatoms are located on the threefold hollow sites (without a host atom directly beneath the site) on a bulk Pt(ll1) plane.34 There are two such kinds of hollow sites on the present terraces of the (1 X2) domain. The site between the first and the second layers is preferred for CO oxidation on the narrow terrace of Tr( 110) (1 X2).35 This terrace site would incline at 35.2" if the surface metal atoms were located in the same position as that in the bulk crystal. There are large distortions in the first three layers, yielding about 230" inclination.8*36,37 This angle is close to the position at which both the CO, desorption flux and the mean translational energy are maximized. A significant difference, about S', is found between the CO, collimation angle and the terrace angle. This may be explained by a smoothing effect of conduction electrons.5
The other desorption component is sharply collimated along the bulk surface normal. This component increases with increasing CO coverage. The angular distribution in the [GOI] azimuth is in a cost5 0 form, sharper than that in the [ 1 TO] direction.4 This anisotropy is quite similar to those on Pd( 1 lo).**"
There are two possible reaction sites for this normaldirectional component. First, a suitable reaction site may be provided on the bottom of the valley along the [ 1 lo] direction on the (1 X2) domain as shown in Fig. 11 (b) .38 Its local structure is quite similar to a site in the surface trough on Pd(ll0). This bottom site on the (1X2) domain works suitably for P4-CO, formation, since this CO, is produced below 200 K, where the transformation of (1 X2) into (1 X 1) structure is very slow even at high CO coverages. This site probably works for P,-CO, as well. This assignment is consistent with the following consideration: As the CO coverage is increased, CO is also populated onto the terrace closer to the bottom of valley. Similar sites on (1X 1) domains may contribute to CO2 formation, since the transformation occurs easily on the surface covered by CO and oxygen.4 On the other hand, the reaction site is no more clear for the normal-directional component of P,-C02. The structural transformation into (1 X 1) is rapid above room temperature. The (1 X 1) domain can provide reaction sites suitable for the observed anisotropy in the angular distribution. No differentiation is possible for a bottom site between (1 X2) domains and (1 X 1) domains. However, a bottom site on the (1 X2) domain is preferable. since CO has a higher heat of adsorption on the (1 X 1) domain, yielding less reactivity.
C. Translational temperature
The TOF spectra are deconvoluted into the inclined component and the normal-directional component. As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the Tl,) value of the inclined component shows maxima of 1370 K at angles, where the desorption flux is maximized. It decreases with increasing shift from the collimation angle. The value for the normal-directional component shows the maximum in the surface normal direction and can be described as T(,)= To cos7 19, where the maximum value To increases in the sequence of P2-C02<P3-CO,<P,-CO,.
The values of To are compiled in Table I . They are somewhat lower than values observed in the reactive CO2 desorption on Pd( 1 1O).3 T(,) of the normaldirectional component varies sharply as a function of desorption angle. The dependence of Tt,) is quite different from that of the inclined component.
Moreover, the value of To for the normal-directional component of P,-CO, and P,-CO, is lower than that of the inclined component. This indicates that CO2 produced on the terrace site is repulsed more strongly than that on the bottom site. The energy transfer into the translational motion on the terrace site occurs more effectively. Two possibilities may be considered. First, CO2 produced on the bottom site holds an internal energy higher than that on the terrace site. The other is that, in the desorption event, the energy transfer to the surface is more effective on the bottom site than the terrace site. A similar model has already been proposed on a stepped platinum surface."' Internal energy distribution measurements are required to differentiate these mechanisms. 'T, the maximum value of T(,)=(E)/Zk is shown.
The To value of the normal-directional component for P4-CO2 was estimated to be higher than that of the inclined component. This is not confirmed as discussed in Sec. III E. The increasing To of the normal-directional component in the sequence of P2-C02, P,-CO,, and P4-CO, is consistent with the observation on Pd(110).3
V. SUMMARY
The angular and velocity distributions of desorbing CO, produced on a platinum( 1 lO)( 1 X2) surface were studied over a wide range of CO and oxygen coverages by means of angle-resolved thermal desorption combined with a crosscorrelation time-of-flight technique. Results are summarized as follows.
(1) Heating the coadsorption layer of CO and oxygen yields four CO, formation peaks in the range of 170-400 K. (2) The angular distribution of CO, perpendicular to the terrace consists of three desorption components. Two of them show the desorption collimated along the inclined terrace normal. These are due to the reaction on the terrace. The other, sharply collimated along the bulk surface normal, is mostly produced on the bottom of the trough. (3) For P,-CO, and P3-CO,, the maximum translational temperature of the normal-directional component is lower than that of the inclined components. For P4-CO2, the maximum translational temperature of the former is close to that of the latter.
